Structural studies on ceramides as lithiated adducts by low energy collisional-activated dissociation tandem mass spectrometry with electrospray ionization.
We applied electrospray ionization (ESI) tandem quadrupole mass spectrometry to establish the fragmentation pathways of ceramides under low energy collisional-activated dissociation (CAD) by studying more than thirty compounds in nine subclasses. The product-ion spectra of the [M + Li]+ ions of ceramides contain abundant fragment ions that identify the fatty acyl substituent and the long-chain base (LCB) of the molecules, and thus, the structure of ceramides can be easily determined. Fragment ions specific to each ceramide subclasses are also observed. These feature ions permit differentiation among different ceramide subclasses. The ion series arising from the classical C-C bond cleavages that were reported in the fast-atom bombardment (FAB)-high energy tandem mass spectrometry is not observable; however, the product-ion spectra contain multiple fragment ions informative for structural characterization and isomer identification. We also investigated the tandem mass spectra of the fragment ions generated by in-source CAD (pseudo-MS3) and of the deuterium-labeling molecular species obtained by H/D exchange to support the ion structure assignments and the proposed fragmentation pathways that lead to the ion formation.